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How did you come up with your business idea?
For 6 years I worked as a Business Consultant in a Global organisation
supporting small business owners and started to notice the differences
between businesses that failed and businesses that thrived. 
As I was supporting the business owners with all the right tools, systems and
processes to succeed I found that the business owners that took the tools
and implemented them successfully had the right mindset to support them
and the ones that struggled to thrive were held back by self doubt, fear and
a limiting mindset. This really frustrated me.  

I started looking for better ways to communicate and support these business
owners and I stumbled across Coaching as a profession when I was studying
a sales course and was intrigued to find out more. I then studied life
coaching, Neuro-Linguistic Programming and Hypnosis, to be able to create
transformational change within the business owners mindset and started
using these tools as part of my corporate role. 
With each business owner I saw the positive impact the mindset work had
and decided I wanted to make a bigger impact by going out on my own and
solely focusing on transformational mindset coaching. 

I started supporting business owners to make a greater impact and thrive
beyond what they believed was possible and now I love what 
I do every single day.

What were your main goals
when you started?
At first it was to build my
clientele enough to support
myself full time, then it quickly
shifted to impacting more and
more people to believe that
success at a higher level was
possible for them, even if they
didn’t believe it just yet.



Which advertising methods do
you use to promote your
business?
I love to collaborate with other
incredible entrepreneurs and
create ways to add more value to
their audience.
I find this works well to get in
front of other audiences of my
Ideal Client.

I also use Public Speaking to
share my unique perspective on
mindset and this helps to
position myself as an expert in
my field. Other than that,  I
mainly use social media,
Facebook ads and my podcast.

What were some of the first
things you did to get your
business off the ground?
I networked – a lot. I knew I had to
get in front of more of my ideal
clients and I wanted to put my best
foot forward. 

I have always felt my biggest
strength was being able to connect
with anyone from any walk of life,
and make them feel comfortable. 
The more people I met the more
conversations I could have about
how I could help them. 

I then started hosting my own
events – The Love What You Do
Collective and started bringing
business owners together every
month to showcase a new business
concept or mindset topic.

I  I also launched my Podcast –
The Next Level Life Podcast as I
knew I wanted to interview
incredible people and share my
message to help more 
and more people.



What position was your first
hire when you starting
growing your business?
Firstly, I hired a Virtual
Assistant to help take some
tasks off my hands and give me
more time to coach. 
Then I hired a growth strategist
to help me take my business to
the next level.

Do you have a mentor and if
so why?
Yes, I believe we all need
support, so whether that's a
mentor or a coach to guide you
is up to you, and I believe you
need different things at
different stages of your
business. 
Sometimes you need
guidance from someone who
has created what you want to
create ( a Mentor),
sometimes you need to learn a
skill or develop a strategy
 (strategist) or other times you
need someone to challenge
you, encourage you and
uncover your blind spots so
you can step into your fullest
potential and create the results
you want (a Coach).

Please share any great tips for
hiring good staff members.
I believe you need to know
your personal and business
values first so you can find staff
that value what you value. 
I also look for a growth mindset
in a potential staff member. 

In regards to hiring employees,
skills can be taught, willingness
to learn and grow can't. But
when outsourcing I look for
skill and past happy customers
first because
they’re not necessarily going to
be with my brand long term.



Who is your soundboard for
when you need to plan, think,
share or more?
I have a group of friends who are
also in business that I love to
bounce ideas off, ask for advice and
generally just talk about life and
business. 

I believe it’s so important to
surround yourself with people who
understand what it’s like to run a
business and are also as passionate
about succeeding as you. 

We are the sum of who we spend
the most time, as the famous Jim
Rohn quote goes, and I truly believe
you become who you surround
yourself, so make sure you’re
inspired by them.

What do you enjoy most about
your business?
The best part about what I do is
being able to get to the root cause
of why someone isn’t taking action
on their biggest dreams. 

I love assisting my clients to truly
believe in themselves and their
ability to surprise themselves with
what is possible. 
Once we shed the old layers of
self doubt and fear and remind
ourselves of how powerful we are,
we shine. 

Once we let go of the self sabotage
and what’s no longer serving us,
we’re able to truly align ourselves
with our dreams and go after them
fearlessly. Then watching my clients
soar, brings me so much joy.

Did you have a big struggle to deal with at some point in your
business and how did you deal with it?
COVID-19 was probably my biggest challenge in business so far as I had to
cancel months of my events and pivot my whole business to be online. 
It was where I had to put all my mindset tools and strategies to work and
thankfully it has been a blessing in disguise. 

By having to cancel my events I was able to take a step back and really look
at my business as a whole and ask myself what was important to me, what I
wanted to create long term and from there I was able to focus on what made
me unique and what brought me the most joy and in doing so I have had my
two biggest revenue months in my business yet.



How long have you been in business?
4 years

Please share one of your favourite
books you have ever read.
Unleash the Power within by Tony Robbins.
I’m a sucker for personal development
books and this one changed my life for
the better. 
I still refer back to it when I’m growing or
feeling challenged by my next up level.

If you enjoy coffee or tea, what is your
favourite drink order to have when you
visit a coffee shop?
Latte on Almond milk

Do you have a morning or evening
routine? Please share.
Yes absolutely. 
The way you start your day sets up the rest
of the day. I often start my morning routine
with a guided meditation or visualisation
with a cup of Cacao where I ease myself
into my day. 
Because my work is very energetically
supported, I feel my mediation practice
supports me in being able to show up
powerfully for my clients.

What is your favourite podcast to listen
to, if you have one?
Earn your Happy by Lori Harder is one of
my favorite,personal development
podcasts.

Contact Christine 

https://www.facebook.com/Christine
CorcoranCoach

https://www.instagram.com/christin
ecorcoran_coach/?hl=en

https://christinecorcoran.com.au/

What platform are you most
active on to promote your
business today? And why?
I spend most of my time on
Instagram as I find it the easiest to
build personalised connections and
I love sharing my best tips and
behind the scenes moments in my
story’s and love having great
conversations in my DM’s.



Hi, my name is Nicolene and I am a mom of
3. Being a working mom has its challenges,
but I would not change a thing. As a
multiple Brick n Mortar business owner I
get to be at every soccer practice, watch my
daughter practice her music, and my hubby
and I get to pick up and drop off the kids
each day without rushing off anywhere.
Living our lives on our terms takes
planning, discipline, and loads of patience.

As a shop owner for the past 13 years, I
have grown a passion to help other female
entrepreneurs grow and scale their
businesses above their expectations. My
businesses range from an accounting firm,
imports and exports, national security
distribution, and a coffee shop franchise
across our country. We also do property
investment, rental, and Airbnb. We are
always looking for new income streams.

Our road was not easy and when we
started from out of our garage 13 years
ago, I knew we were meant for greatness. I
believe the glass is always half full and I
help my clients think out of the box. Right
now, getting shop owners to take their
business online is my goal, so they can not
only create an income for now but make
this an additional income stream for the
future.

If you're a working mom, shop owner, or an
entrepreneur that loves accountability to
ensure massive goals get crushed, let's
connect to make each other better each
day!

http://www.theelhadadco.com/

https://www.facebook.com/
theelhadadco/

https://www.instagram.com
/theelhadadcompany/

Follow us to ensure you
never miss out on an

interview!
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